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IKE A LOT OF houses in the" ""c, i,::~\..f!\';;: WHEN IT OPENEDfor business on
North End of Boise, the one ,);/';;'i/~'::': 1 July 24, 1976, Shuckey's Bar
we met in to talk was built " , became the first tangible
before the turn of the century; i;:-.~"""M.i,;"J evidence to the straight popu-
and like 'a lot of North End hciuses,it was 0.;;,';>.",';' lation that a gay community existed in
undergoing Some refurbishing. The house's Boise. Standing as an insult to the
owner, Mary-Evelyn Smith, served tea to sensibilities of Boiseans who thought that
the reporter and to the two other people gay culture existed only in places like liberal
gathered there for what amounted to a New York or flaky San Francisco, upon
group interview. The front door was open opening Shuckey's came under attack from
on this sunny Saturday, and we enjoyed the the Boise establishment through the city
sunshine as we sipped tea and talked about police force. Persons walking across the
homosexuality and the gay culture in Boise. street t6 Shuckey's on weekends were
For Smith, co-director of Sunday's .issued jay-walking tickets with the word
Children--a Boise lesbian organization-and "Homosexual" written across them, by an
. her two gay guests: Morgan McHaley a. officer stationed near Shuckey's just for
life-time Boisean and a grandmother, and that purpose. The Boise police also carried
, George (not his real name), a successful out' clandestine surveillance on Shuckey's,
Boise businessman; the subject was near to taking photographs of Shuckey's customers
their hearts. from the back of an unmarked police van.
The talk started with a discussion of the Eventually Boise either grew tired of
history of gays, a history that hasn't been harrassing Shuckey's or the novelty of the
as bleak world-wide as it has been in game wore 'off when people realized that
America. In ancient Greece homosexuality the existance of Sh::;ckey'~ wasn't going to
was openly -accepted, as it was in Rome. "bring abOlltthe'coIlapse of~ivi~zationas
(The speculation by some historians that Boise knew' it.Shuckey's continues to
homosexuality partly caused the fall of prosper today, and its customers-not all of
Rome is scoffed at by homosexuals. "I . whom are gayc-point out that Shuckey's
kind of think it (Rome's fall) was because has to call the police to handle problems
they adopted Christianity, II Smith said. much less frequently than, most straight
Other cultures have tolerated open bars in town. Except when it is the butt of a
'homosexuality; including American Indian joke-as when some Idaho legislators
cultures, and the stereotypically rugged swiped conservative Sen. Jim Risch's
culture of the fur-trapping mountain man. legislative name tag and left it at
In American' homosexuality was per- -Shuckey's-the city's only gay bar is
'secured, for the most part, with' Puritan essentially ignored by the majority of. the
zeal, It was only in the 1970s thatthe gay straight population.
movement really came out Of the closet Occasionally however, people from the
with demands for equal rights for mainstream of Boise culture will screw up x-
America's gays.. The gay movement their couragesland vi.sit S~uckhey's for!i littlef ::::.:~.:..:::.,prospered in the big cities such as the now slumming. umrnmg IS t e practice 0
notorious San Francisco, a place whhe visiting someplace frequented by members
gays have turned themselves into a potent of a culture other than one's own in order ~:.
force in city politics. Despite the gains, to stare at the natives. The- purposeof.
gays in America are facing a crisis in the .slumming is to court danger by mixing with :::
form of a push by right-wing politicians a strange, possibly hostile culture, and then ::t::~:
and moral majority groups to force gays telling all your friends about it after you get
back into the closet. The moralists see the back alive. The more potentially dangerous :;:
gays as a detriment to our society and a a culture, the better the slumming; and '.'
product of our society's permissiveness. before I slummed at Shuckey's about a year m
"As long as there have been people, there ago, I would have considered Shuckey's .:.
have been gay people," Smith said, in towards the top in danger rating. ::::
response "to the suggestion that. homo-: The visit to Shuckey's came about after I .:::
~~~~~;~rve~~ci:t~~e~r ~ ~:~:~~t o{o'?t~r ~~d~~~. o~~~:~n~;ga ~t:rfo~s~~i::~:fv~~ .:..: .:..;~.:;.:
"Was Michaelangelo a. deteriment to nature,and being half in the bag, my friend
society? Was Gertrude stein a detriment to suggested that we go over to Shuckey's to
society? Adolph Hitler was a heterosexual. see what it was like up close. lVIY immediate,
Gay people come in all sizes, forms, response was to say no; a "no" motivated :;:~
political beliefs, educational ,baclcgrounds,' by both fear of the unknown and, slightly, ::::
talents, and problems. The same spread by a dislike of slumming. My friend, ::::
that the general populous has.you'll find in however, was insistant that we gOIOok'the~ ..:·.::~~.::·i.:
the microcosm of gay people. We're no ' place over, so I found myself headed for
detriment." , . . Shuckcy's with the reassurance that I was
The history of gays in Boise has been a going there for the oldest of heterosexual ::::
particularly unhappy one, epitomized' by motivations: to impress a woman. :.:~.:1.1:.:
the Scandal of 1955-1956 which was ' As we walked up the alley to Shuckey's I
documented in the book The Bays of Boise. suddenly thought back to the days when the
The essence of the" scandal was that some police used to' secretly photograph the ~;;
___ --- __ -~._C_O_il-ti-:m_le_d_'-to..:p:..a..:g::..e:...9~~~~~======:::::~~:=::~~~~~~~~~~~=~:::::~:::::==~-----__:c.:....---_. .:..::c:o:n:ti:.:n:ue:d:.'.:.:to:.pc::ag~e:,:9,1:.1j1- ..":::
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THE TRIUMPH
OF WILL
Friday 7:30 p.m;
Sun- 1:30 & 6:00
At The Door
Students w/photo 10: Non Student:
SI.OO single feature S2.00 single feature
SI.50 double feature' S2.50 double feature
Or one Ticket Booklet Ticket
The ticket booklet is available at the .
S.O.B. InfoCenter or at the dooe of the
mme and has ten tickets- each good
for ten singleor double features. , .
More than one person can share a ticket . IL\~=:!~~~~booklet, and booklets are Rood for both 'L \,,,<1..,,, I'ro '(.,n" !l(kJrl
the fall and spring"mme tearures. The The Student Programs Board is always
price is $5 for students withphotolD, ready for new members. If you're
.$10for non students. . interested, call 385-3297. .
• SOUP
-SALAD
• SANDWICHES
• DEE~ .
- WINE
, .... •• SODA
...~ l.fI~12DI.ock ~O.
.' . ··::··.·:~\ofUnlvetSlty .
. ;, "., l ...i' ... ·..·0" iL.":":" "",1:. , .... 1·.,.
I .• " ," .' on' .tOQuWQY
Mon-Ihur. lO:30.omto-9 p~
.:Fri-Sat' 10:30 am to 10prn
Student
Discounts Available
.imports inc•.
. 1576GROVE 338 01,158
~~C'f ' ON THE CORNEROF 16TH & GROVE . • I-,"...'l HOURS6 AM TO 5:30 MON·FRI 6:30 'AM _
&,4 TILL NOON SATURDAY. iiiiit ="I~"'L-""~-------""--_----:----J
F
TREASURE VALLEY 'AUCENTER
" - SKy'DIVING " ,
FIRST JUMP COURSE ,GEARRENTAL
(THE STUDENTSWETRAIN~ILL JUMPWIT..> .
Piggyback Containers 26' Lo-PoR~8S
3 Ring Cutaways Lightweight Mains
Automatic Openers (All NewJump Gear)
EXPERIENCE THE THRILL
. OF FRI:E FALL .
Classes Every Sat. and' FOR INFORMATION
Sunday 10:00 AM.~t Star 888.9888 .
Group ~ates Available " . ,
<WhenCY~u dVa:d Somdhin9,
Sj2eciaL' Come . fJo a d:>P.eciaL'dtO'l.£
~tud.Ent f})8..counh.
[dvot on d(t:pai.u) .
FOREIGN CAR PARTS
ACCUSO."S rool
PARTS fOR • AUOt • AusnN HEAlEY. I.M.W.- • CAPRI
• DATSUN. RAT • HONDA • MUctD£S·BENZ • MG • Of'fL ~~~~
• I'WTO • PORSCHE • TOYOTA. mlUM1"H • VOlYO ~
• YOUlSWAGEN
. Apply Today
for this Summer
and next year
The University
News
2nd Floof SUB
385..1464
BR.ASSLANP
Pizza &.Ale Rouse· .
BIG BRASSY
. FIGHTS INFLATION!
GETYOUR
INFLATION FIGHTING BRASS LAMP
COUPON BOOK
50 DISCOUNT COUPON WORTH
$44.00 FOR ONLY $2.95
AVAILABLE AT ALL FOUR BOISE
.LOCATIONS
, I ( '1 i; l . r J ) ".;: '," i -,''', ,~';. :.,
Ii: ,FAIRVIEWi&5',MILE' 572 VISTAAVE; , .
EASTGATESHOPPIN~CENTER 2455 HARRISON HAUOW
NO PURCHASENEC. ' LIMIT.: ONECo.UP.ON PERJTEM'
. . FOR WED N E 5 DAY, B 0 , 5·.E·' 5. A L T ERN A T.' V EPA PER .
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SALARyPLAN
MEG FEREDAY their I percent for that purpose. (If that
sounds complicated, you can be sure that it
is.)
Keiser also said that the department and
the school.should ,they decide to follow the
"five one-one" plan, decides to whom and
how much each's I percent goes. :~
According to Keiser, each department
and school decides whether they want to go
along with the "five one-one" plan or
,choose to individually distribute each's I
percent as each sees fit (be it merit raises, or
straight-across-the-board increases). A
final distributing option would be to band
together (a coinciding department and
school) to distribute the 7 percent as a
whole to the educators belonging to that
department and school.
Many Senators feel that inequity
amongst. BSU educators who were, hired
during hard times and who have been
saddled with poor salaries ever since,
should be rectified. The merit increase
would be the only way to right such cases,
some Senators said, but only if increases
that met the cost of living were legislated.
Senator Carol Martin said that inequity
problems are very real and that "threats
could be made to department heads by
teachers such as 'I'm going to leave if you
don't pay me better!' Martin said that she
is for merit increases only if cost of living
increases are made first.
One Senator said that any salary plan
that provides less than the cost of living is
penalizing everyone, but that' accepting a
straight-across-the board plan 'would be
better than working with colleagues
disgruntled over getting a five percent
increase while others are getting nine
percent increases.
In an April 21 faculty Senate meeting,
BSU President John Keiser explained his
plan for. the distribution of a 7 percent
faculty base pay raise as authorized by the
State Board of Education last week.
Keiser's salary plan, dubbed the "five
one-one", calls fot the state allocated
salary pay for university professors to be
distributed in 5 percent increments, with I
percent going to the departments and I
percent to the deans of the schools where it
will be distributed ,at their discretion ..
The two I percent increments include
possible merit raises if a department and/or
school opts to do so.
Some members of the Senate were
disgruntled at the "five pne~one" plan,
saying that it is ludicrous to consider
possible merit increases with a pay increase
when that increase does not even meet the
cost of living.
One Senator voiced the opinion of many
of the faculty members present when he
said, "I feel that a pay increase on the basis
of merit is good, but given this situation, I
can't see,how merit could work with only a
7 percent increase!',
Keiser pointed out the salary plan is not
binding in that a department and the dean
of a school can opt for distributing the
.monies on a straight-across-the-board basis
to all faculty members in the respective
departments/schools, thus making the
salary increase a 7 percent increase instead
of a 5 percent increase. However, in order
to make such a clean sweep of the 7 percent
increase to a given department, both the
head of the department and the dean of the
coinciding school will have to agree to. use
BOARDDECIDES
IDAHO HIGHER ED m
The State Board of Education increased million or 26.7 percent of the total;
student fees and non-resident tuition $100 University of Idaho, $34.3 million or 41.7
per semester beginning next school year, percent of the total; and Lewis-Clark State
divided $82.2 million among the four College, $3.9 million or 4.7 percent of the
higher education institutions, and finally, total. .
citing testimony and evidence presented at a Regarding exigency, faculty representa-
public hearing, declared' a "state of tive John Knudsen of the UI warned that a
financial exigency" for the higher declaration is a "black mark. It may make
education institutions,' the Division of the recruiting of faculty and the recruiting
Vocational Education, and the Agricultural , of good students difficult." Marge Stout of
Research and Cooperative. Extension Lcse said "W~ have no other recourse
Service programs of the University of than go to financial exigency."
Idaho. . Mike Cleveland of BSU warned the
The Board directed each chief executive declaration "will be a stigma from which
officer to prepare and submit to the Board Boise State, University will not quickly
at its May 7~8meeting a recommended plan recover." He said the BSU Faculty Senate
for internal allocation of Fiscal Year 1982 would support the declaration only if it was
funding for programs, services, and "clearly a demonstrable, bona fide
personnel, and, after active consultation imminent financial crisis which threatens
with employees, a' written recommended the viability of Boise State University alone
'program for the implementation of and which cannot be alleviated by 'less
necessary staff reductions in accordance drastic means than a reduction in the
, with Board policies and procedures. employment force!',' ,
Increases in student fees, part-time In her final statement as Board president,
per-credit-hour charges, and non-resident Janet Hay of Nampa urged the Board to
tuition approved by the Board should bring regard the cur-rent situation as a
in an additional estimated $4,785,400. On a "temporary setback" and predicted, "we
motion by Eugene Miller of Coeur d'Alene, will see increased revenue and .better
the Board directed that revenues from the support for education in the years ahead."
general fee increase be dedIcated 'to She said public elementary, secondary, and
maintenance of physical plants at the four postsecondary education was the founda-
, institutions. The' Board considered tion of society with "teaching; .. the heart of
increases,of $50, $100, $150 or $200 per this enterprise," She said she had found
semester, but settled on the $100 hike (with individiial legislators were supportive of
comparable increases for part-time and education "but the money just wasn't
non-resident students) following testimony there." Speaker of the House Ralph
from college and university presidents, and 'Olmstead appeared to, recognize the
students. ,. .. ' "obligations, challenges and frustrations"
following approval of the fee and faced by the Board and said he understood
non-resident tuition increases, the'lJoard" 'the difficulty of the! .declsions being made. :
allocated $82.2 million _. the legislative He said he wanted to I 'pin a big bouquet on
appropriation plus the estimated-revenue everyone of you." Hay thanked him' for
from fee increases -- among the foilthigher appearing and added: "We do like praise.
education institutions as follow: 'Boise State 11leonlything we like better is money."
University, $21.9 million or 26~71'ercent of: The Board will meet 'again May 7-8 at
the total; Idaho State Universit)',$2L9,:i,avaHotSprings.
Meg Fereday
About 300 people attended the International Student Festival, April- 17, in the BSU
Ballroom. Guests dined on suchexotic foods as sushi (Japan) to barfi (India). Diverse
after-dinner entertainment included the Mexican Hat Dance, performed here by Veronica
Huerta, to a Karate demonstration of Boise River rock-splitting by Youichiro Kawai.
BUDGET PROCESS,
much money is allocated and where it
comes from. Over $200,000.00 was
On April 28th the proposed Associated _ allocated last year and closer to a quarter
Student Body budget for the fiscal year million dollars will be allocated for theup
81-82 will be formally presented to the coming year. This money is accrued by
ASBSU Senate. . taking $16.50, (the current figure), from
The process that precedes this formal the $344.00' per semester fee; In other
introduction was initiated in February. All words, $16.50 per student, per semester.
interested organizations first submit To complete the' process, ,the F.A.B.
proposedbudgetsto the Financial Advisory submits the proposed budget' to the
Board, (FAB) a student board, then, the President of the ASBSU who may approve
F.A.B. holds hearings which determine it as is or make revisions as she/he deems'
exactly how the proposed amount of money necessary. When the F.A.B. and the
may be spent. President reach an agreement, the budget is
When the hearings are completed and the then formally submitted to the ASBSU
legitimacy of. each applicant's request Senate, Which may approve or reject it. If
figured, the F .A.B. computes what not approved, the President may veto. The
percentage of the total amount of money veto may be overridden by a two thirds
available is allocated to each organization. majority vote by the Senate.
Exactly how priorities are figured is a It is not too late for students to comment
much debated issue. According to 'Breck' on the budget,
Duncan, chairman of.Fca.B. and treasurer Brooks said," Any student whowishes to
of ASBSU, "The number one priority is discuss the proposed budget should contact
how will it (an organization's budget) a senator before April 28."In regard to the
benefit the students. KBSU and S.P.B. budget. issue, Duncan stated, "I'm really
(Student Programs Board) areexampleirofglad the University News is reporting this
organizations that directly benefit students, because we need input.from the students to
whereas we like for social clubs to be determine what matters the most. ".
primarily self-sufficient." B
The conflietarises when, as Debbie UDGET
Brooks, anF.A.B., board member, said, H
.«...organizations don't get the amount _ l " 'EARINGS
they ask fot. ,,- . ,', .' ' .' ..
.As far as the issue of benefiting students, 'jnere will be-a public Senate Student'
is concerned Brooks said; "The two types Affairs hearing on Thursday, April 30th
of benefits are physical, (listen to KBSU;, .frorn 12:30 'til 3:00 p.m. in the Nez Perce
etc.) and public relations, (famous guest 'Room. The agenda will be as follows: .:
'speakers which, attract the community, to' a) AlumniRequest $l.50 fee Increase,
BSUevents)etc." ' • ," b) J:{ousingSysiem Request $5.00 fee
Most students arecilriouS as ':toincrcasc. .
JOHN REESE
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S,ENATE SLIP
Sally Thomas
ASBSU President
With uncharacteristic simplicity and ~th
deep emotion, I leave you, peopl~ of BOise
State University, by simply saying thank
you.
ASBSU Senators' ,
Boise State University
In light of recent events, it might be a
good idea to increase the amount of the
"service awards" given to student senators.
Of course, certain conditions. could .be
attached to this increllSe, like, insisting that
the student senate' take no .action on
anything, make no decision, and never
meet to discuss issues. It would be a lot
cheaper for the students to pay their
senators more so ihey will do less. All this
representation will inevitably lead to the
further impoverishment of the students
.attendlng BSU; thank, God we're· not
getting all the student governinent we're
paying for. '
In particular; the action taken by the
Senate, giveing their approval to the $1.50
fee increase requested by the Alumni
.Association, was a new low in fiscal
responsibility. This incredible blunder
leads' me to believe that a majority. of the
Senate is on ,someone' else's payroll. For
those who may be mystyfied (sic) by this
.letter, I suggest that they dig a copy of last
week's News out of the trash can and read
Don Barclay's fine article on the Senate's
latest debacle.. Better yet, ask a senator
'''wha' happened," if you can find one.
Sincerely,
Paul Turner ,
BUDGET' ADVICE
ASBSU Senators
Boise State University
Dear Senators:
Contained in the ASBSU Administra-
tion's Budget which was presented to the
senate on April 15, 1981 there is an item
that gives me great concern. On 'page six,
president-elect' Tony Lund has requested
.$1,200.00 to pay three people each $200.00
per month for two months this summer to
do research. I have several reasons to
doubt the validity of' granting such. a
request.
First-of the three research projects
mentioned by president-elect Lund, the sale
of beer and wine on campus, a· book-food
co-op, and the rights of the ASBSU
concerning contracts in which' weare
involved, the first has already been
researched carefully and there is little left "Ci
do at this point except lobby the State
Board of Education. The latter has also
been researched and the information is
readily available through the president's
office. To pay a total of $1,200.00 from
student funds to pay for these projects
would be wasteful and redundant.
Second--Iast year the senate raised the
service award of the president to $450.00
per month to allow for that position to be
filled on a full-time basis. I strongly
question why students .should pay $400.00
per month for next year's president and
then pay an additional $1,200.00 for
"researchers" to do the job that president-
elect Lund promised, during his campaign,
to do and that ASBSU is paying him to
do.
Third-It seems very obvious to me that if
the senate grants these service award
requests it is with personal gain in mind.
Indeed, the senators have been "en-
couraged (by president-elect Lund) to apply
for these positions" ana I find it offensive
that some senators would consider a budget
, item with the idea that they might be able to
cash in on what would be a "gravy train"
job, the actual work having already been
completed.
Lastly--l feel that the only way to
maintain credibility with students is to
budget wisely and conservatively. To
create jobs with student funds so that a few
may profit during the summer is not only
offensive, but unwise politically. It is the
responsibility of any officer to follow
through on promises made during a
campaign; but .to delegate this kind 6f
research and then overpay those people
employed is a breach of the responsibilities
of the person elected to do the job.
I strongly encourage' the senate to delete
this budget item' before approval of the
budget. To do so will show your
consideration (or', the' students that you
represent and your integrity in doing your
job to thebestoryour ~bility., .
Sincerely,
Beth S. Young
BUDGET REPLY
Dear Senators:
Having received Beth Young's letter, I
feel Imust respond in writing also. As you
know, contained in the ASB Budget for
Fiscal Year 1981~82 I have requested three
internships be made available. They will be
for the research of projects such as:
1) The sale of beer and wine on campus .
This would include the feasibility of
starting a pub in the Student Union
Building. .Also,' to research the
Alcohol Awareness programs on
campuses in all fifty states to obtain
the most effective program for Boise
State.
2) Concentrate on offering goods
and/or services in a business type
setting, such as a student-run, owned,
and operated co-op for such things as
food, books, housing, and a second-
run movie house.
3) The incorporation of the ASB. By
incorporation I mean an independent,
.. self - supporting, income - generating,
- legally incorporated organization. I
would like to see this happen for these
reasons:
In' addition to freeing the institution
(ASB) from real or perceived problems of
liability, the separate legal entity could
provide;
, a) The ability to grant credit.
b) The ability to make immediate finan-
cial transactions.
c) The ability to incur losses.
d) The ability to accumulate surpluses.
e) The ability to judge needs at the
student level.
f) The ability to make decisions without
a delay.
g) The ability to add or discontinue
activities dependent upon student
needs.
'Finally, research is needed to ascertain
the impact such incorporation would have
on the contracts already in effect, i.e. the
Pavilion, Student' Union Building, and
other buildings that students hold an
interest in.
To call research on these three items
"Gravy Train" jobs would be like saying
Beth Young didn't do a good job in office.
That would be ridiculous, -of course,
because these are anything. but "Gravy
Train" jobs. Having talked with ASB
President Sally Thomas and reading over
the research that has been done on these
subjects, I can assure you that this research
is vital and is definitely not "wasteful and
redundant. ",
Respectfully,
Tony Lund
ASB President-elect
···I~-"'··I.n ." .
'><' .
A. FINAL WORD
I never intended to go to college. About
five years ago, however, I realized a lack in
the quality of my life and, casting about for
the solution, decided that Iwas entirely too
ignorant of the life of the mind. Voila! A
college freshman is born.
Inever intended to becomestudent body
president. Some three years ago, I found
myself. .disenchanted with the student
newspaper administration and successfully
sought the job.as editor. One thing led to
another, and I began fighting for ideas in
which I believed for student government.
To make a .long story short, I ran and was
elected to office- a year ago.
.This last year has been outrageous.
Outrageous in terms of problems faced by
the university, hence by students, out-
rageous in terms of commitment required
to understand and meet the problems,
outrageous in the demands of time, and
especially outrageously rich in opportunity
and fulfillment. We have had the
opportunity to draw together in support of
Boise State, and. in taking it, we have
strengthened ourselves and our school. I,
for one, could not be more pleased at the
support that all of us have given to our
education to our growth as 'mature
individuals.
This is my last column as student body
president, A simple word of appreciation to
the people who .make up BSU cannot
convey all that I acknowledge due for the
struggles and victories and growth I have
enjoyed over the past several years. As I.
leave for graduate school, I take with me a
strength and vitality,. a quality of life that
promises satisfaction for the future ..
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'SHAKESPEAREAN
FESTIVAL
AshIa1d " Oregon
.--'
ABC will air a special report on
theMX A-pril24 at 9 p.m, entitled
"The Apocalypse Game: An
Update". The MX will be
examined in terms of American
vs. Soviet nuclear-arms strategies.
in Israel and examines the
"atomic ambitions" of Israel,
Iraq, Pakistan, and Libya. .
r E LEV I S I O.N
"The. Silken' Tent," the first
program in the series "Festival of
Hands," will explore the theater's
ability to reach across the silence
barrier with the expressive power
of sign language. "The Silken
Tent"airs April 29 at 9:30 p.m.
on channel four. .
. The MX system with 200
missiles deployed among 4,600
shelters is programmed to be fully
operational by the end of 1989.
"Battle Born-· MX in Nevada,"
airing April 29 at 10 p.m. on
Channel Four, looks at this $:;0
billion project and the contro-
versy surrounding it.
4days,3_
(HtIay. b1e 12.1trol8l MlnIaY. b1e 15)
$80.00 per persoo iI:bIes.ta"'tatirl.~.
bDstIRe toll' iRI ti:ksts to '1I8IIy N. PlIt ~ lOr
Two Gmrt1IJntrI of Vlll'Olli. Fist lmI8 • fist served.
Space is inbd to 24. $40.00 NON-ref!IIIWe
deImit,..,
,,~,", '
"':' .. ' .'1.
-- .
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"The Day After Trinity: J.
Robert Oppenheimer and the
Atomic Bomb," airing April 29 at
8 p.m, on channel four, chronicles
the scientific genius and moral
conflicts of the man who led
civilization into the nuclear age.
Open to ,BSU FacultY,
Staff, Students, and Spouses.
No Chitren.
Register at Student Activities Office
2nd Floor, Student Union Buikling
385-1223
-
}'Near Armageddon: the
Spread of Nuclear Weapons in the
Middle East" is on ABC the 27th
of April at 9:00. The report opens
KBSU's.,"Soul.Express," Wed-
nesdays at 7 p.rn., airs the latest in
Rhythm and Blues and dance
music.
Onthe
.TOWN
Nina Kahle and Scott Jones,
singers and songwriters, will give
a humorous concert Saturday
April 25, at 8 p.rn. in the SUB
Ballroom. Tickets are . $4 for
general admission and $2 for BSU
students with activity cards and
. photo identification. Tickets are
available at the SUB Info' booth
and will also be available at the
door.
Budget Tapes and Records.
Art classes for adults and
children are being offered at Fort
'Boise Community Center. The
types of classes range from
pottery to photography. Info:
Boise City Rec, Art Center,
3844128 or 384-4486.
"Rauschenberg in' the Rockies"
is on display at -the Boise Gallery
of Art through May 10. The
exhibition is comprised of' 48
prints executed between 1964-
1979 by one of America's leading
contemporary artists, Robert
Rauschenberg,
The Madrigal Club of Boise will
hold its annual. concert April 24
and 25 llt8:1~ p.rn, and April 26
at .3 p.m. in the Special Events
Center. Tickets are $3 for adults
and $1.50 for senior citizens and
children. Tickets ere available at
Holsinger's Music' and will be
available at the door .:
The 11th annual Boise River
Raft Race will be held May 2.
Registration will be held from 9 to
10:45 a.rn. at Barber Park and the
race will begin at II a.m, The
entry fee is $7 for competition in
one of the eight categories. Entry
forms are available at the BSU
Info booth, and the TKEhQuse.
Information: 342-9209.
The Dave Brubeck Quartet will
appear in the SUB Ballrom- on
May 4 at 8 p.rn, Ticket prices ate
$9.50 for general admission and
$6.50 for BSU students. Tickets
are available at' the SUB Info
Booth, Musicians Pro Shop, OJ's
City of Sound, Westgate Mall and
William Belk, former Iranian
.hostage, will speak in the SUB
Ballroom May I at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $5 for general admission and
$2 for BSUstudents. Tickets are
available at the SUB Info booth,
Idaho Books, and Dunkley
Music.
"The Philadelphia Story": will
be performed Aprl124- May 2 at
8:25 p.m. in the BSU Subal
.Theatre. This comedy about high
society romance is directed by
Fred Norman. General admission
is . $3.50, students and -senior' -
citizens $1.50.
Auditions for "Finian's Rain-
bow," the 1981 BSU slimmer
musical., will be Tuesday, April
28, at i p.rn.,' in room III of the
BSU Music-Drama Building. The,
show, accompanied by an or-
chestra, will play July 9-11 and
16-18 in the BSU Special Events
Center. Info: 385-1954 or .
377-3177.
'RQad. ,Tti Fire/all,May 2,3, at the EuphoriaNazareth, May 20, at the
Coliseum.
S P 0 K A,N . E
REOSpeedwagon, May 3, at the
Coliseuin. ' .
Van Halen: May n, at· the
Coliseum.
SEA TTL E
Parlament,April 29, at the
Paramount ..
Rodney Dangerfield, May'l, at
. .the Paramount. IF1II.1i......
'REq SPe.edwagon,Mal' ~'~Jh~
Cobseum. . . r.-...-,
April' Wine, May~, 'ai~ the
Paramount,' ,:c' .' .
Nazareth. May 21 ;at the Ar-eoa•.
YnnHalen, >J'uncs,ai the·II ••..•.· ~~~~!!!!!~Coliseum. '" . '. .
S. A L T L A K E.Ted Nugent.Humble Pie, May 4,
. . .' atthe.Salt Palace; .
April Wine. Lover Boy, Doc
Holiday April 23, at the- Salt p·O R T L ..A N . D
:~e~peedWag~ri~~ ~illa~1;~kfhP.~.~~/rfcdC:Iai!,.M¥~-(i;i:if'~; the
the Salt Palace/~~:,;;;~~t~~. <~:t~'n~~u Itonum, .. '~\. .
.,.:.~' •. _,.i;,_,"~j' .. , ,~~' ·r~ ..,;_.""~; '" >'. .
Don McLean,Mliy3,Qt the Salt ReoSppedwagon, May 4, at ,the
Palace Symphony Hall. 'r ~liseuni. '
ITed Nugent. May 4, at the·,8al~': April Wine, MayS,' at . thc
PalaCe., . Paramount. -
. .",' . .j'-') .f .• '~
";':,;::''':-:~~;:'<;~;'.\:'','
•'STUDENT:NEWS A CRISIS MANAGED
Dear Diary: Was in War Room of L'Etat C'est Moi Department, game planning nuke
strike on Nip automakers.Informationed that president casualtied by unknown forces.
Damn Russians.
Actioned rapidly down Pennsylvania avenue to out-deploy Russians to White House
time-frame-wise. Succeeded. Sentried staff at windows. Coordinated their fields of fire
Caveated' them to beware of Russians disguised as vice presidents or secretaries of defense.
"Shoot when you see the whites of their tires!" I instructed .them..__ ... , ..
Weinberger somehow penetrated defense perimeter, waving white flag. He had cleverly
obtained by secret password: "Damn Russians." Where had he obtained it? Damn
Russians, ' -
Weinberger deployed self to Oval Office. I remained seated behind presidential desk. He
informationed me that with president incapacitated and vice president aboard aircraft, he
was in military command. He therefore demanded my seat and the Red Button.
I informationed him that I was in charge of the crisis management team as I had
out-deployed him to the White House and I would therefore manage the crisis.
He said there was no crisis. "There is now," I informationed him. "I have the Red
Button,"
Weinberger surrendered unconditionallywise. Stripped 'him of regimental-striped tie and
ordered forfeiture of one month's pay and allowances. Must maintain disciplination mode.
, Was now prepared to go on- television to restore calm. Instructioned nation on
Constitution. Educationed them that if president incapacitated and if vice president
Russianed at 40,000 feet, I would do my duty and succeed to presidency. (Learned later that
Constitution had been tampered with. Two others now ahead of me. Damn Russians.)
"As of now," I then assured world, "I am ill control here inthe White-House."
Constitution or no Constitution, I was prepared to defend the Constitution. Not a peep
from the Russians. That cowed them. .
Vice president infiltrated defense perimeter. Must change secret password. Maybe
"Damn Sneaky Russians."
Vice president said he had come to serve in this hour of crisis. I ordered a pastrami on rye
with mustard. He angrified. Said he wanted to manage crisis. Why not? Situation in hand
and good comander-in-chief delegates authority to nuance intennodal personnel input
trainingwise.
Reporters at White House gate. Surprised by resignation queries. "Gentlemen, you have
been basely canarded," I notivicationed them. "I have neither demanded nor received the
vice president's resignation."
Went home. .Good-nighted my wife, Patricia. She worried about vice president
managin? crisis. I enlightenmented her of precaution I had taken precautionarilywise.
She said she would now sleep better each night knowing I had the Red Button under my
pillow, Damn Russians.
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 1981)
DONALD BAReLA Y
ARTHUR HOPPE
-lt has been the complaint of most of the Student Senate of Boise State University that The
News hasn't been covering enough student related news, and specifically, not enough news
about what the student government.has been doing .. Last week The News printed an article
about the proposed student fee increase for the Alumni Association, and mentioned that the
Student Senate had supported the fee increase. In the same issue an editorial appeared
questioning ~he wisdom of giving Senate support to the fee' withJut some kind of open
student hearing, and suggested that students call their senators to express their feelings
about the fee increase., The response from students was very negative towards the Senate's
actions, and in some cases negative towards the senators themselves. In response, the Senate
decided to hold open hearings on April 3D, from 12:30 to 3:00 to in the Nez Perce Room of
the SUB.
Instead of being pleased by the coverage The News gave to a student oriented event,
however, one senator accused The News of writing a slanted article and paraded around
campus with a piece of construction paper pinned to his shirt that read, "No Gnus is good
news." Apparently what that particular senator wants is not, as claimed, a newspaper with
m?re student news, but a newspaper that is merely a Senate mouthpiece. The Senate and
this paper have gone around with this issue enough; and it is time for the bickering to stop.
Too much energy has already been wasted on it already.
• •
• • •
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block raspberry pineapple .banana
chocolate' vanilla strawberry
caramel butterscotch pe~nut butter
cherry
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01 safety.
Your safety and the safety of .
bus passengers is at stake when
passenqers must get on and off
buses In. the traffic lanes. along
University Blvd. and Lincoln
. Avenue.
Boise City arid Boise Urban
Stages urge university students
and visitors to observe the bus
stop "no parking"'. zone, even
though some bus stops are not
marked with a yetlow "no
parking" curb.
To prevent serious injury, Boise
City will Issue. parking citations,
beginning Thursday, April 23,for
parking in bus stop loading zones.
Pleaseobserve the bus stop "no
parking" zone. It's a matter of
safety for everyone.
;BOISE URBAN, STAGES
" '.- .- -,
EARN ~
BSU CREDIT . I
in
LONDON, ENGLAND
AVIGNON, FRANCE
COLOGNE, GERMANY
• Sk~k~::::;!'
Studies Abroad Office
LA·212
•
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... The Communications Guild
Seminar, "Careers in Communi-
cation," will be held on Saturday,
May 2. The seminar is for anyone
... The Boise State University interested in a career in any
Department of Theater Arts is communications field. Contact
presenting The Philadelphia StorY Arnie Skov at the a.s.u. Art
a Romantic Comedy by Philip Department, or call Eleanor
Barry. Shows will be April ...;V..;;;o.:;;nb;:;,;e:;:.r£,g,;;:a,:..t;:;,;37 .,;6;,.;-5:;.;00:,;:.;..7:;,. : ,.. _
2 - May 2 in the Subal Theater at ... The music and comedy of
8: 15 p.m. Box office opens April Nina Kahle and Scott Jones will
21, for reservations call 385-1462, be presented by the Student
3-6 p.m, Reservations will be Programs Board on Saturday,
honoreduntil8 p.m. on the night April 25 at 8 p.m, in the SUB
of the show. Tickets are $1.50 for Ballroom. Student $2.00, General
students and senior citizens, Admission$4.00. Tickets on sale
$3.50 for general admission... in the SUB Info. Booth ...
... On April 25th from 8:30 a.m,
to 4:30 p.m. there will be a series
of presentations that examine
status offenders or juvenile
delinquents and their problems in
growing up. This series is free and
will be held in the Idaho Ed.
'Assoc. Bldg. at 620 N. 6th.
Continuing Education Units are
available. for the program with a
$5 fee paid at the time of the
presentation ...
... Registration is in progress at
Fort Boise Community Centerfor
a country jitterbug dance class,
taught by Dick Cochrane and
Stephanie Summers, April 22 and
29, 8-10 p.m, $8.00 per couple.
Out-of-City, $10 per couple. More
information: Boise City Recrea-
tion Department at 384-4256 ...
... Film Flam will present Alfred
Hitchcock's Dial M for Murder
on Thursday, April 23, at 7:30
p.m, Boise Public Library.
Admission is free ...
... A Foreign Language
Colloquium "Lettres Persanes de
Montesqieu," lind "Las Cartas
Marreucas de Cadalso: a com-
parative study." will be presented
in English on April 22, at 4:00
p.rn. in. the Teton Room of the
SUB: ..
... There will be a senior recital
by Neil Barson, french horn; John
Gist, trombone, at 8:15 p.m. in
the BSU Music Auditorium on
April 23 ...
APRIL 22-25. 19B1
BOiSE HIGH AlOTOR1UM
B:15 p.m.
... Superstar productions will
present Jesus Christ Superstar ,
April 22-25 in the Boise High
Auditorium. For reserv.ations
phone Boise Allied Arts Council
at 344-7585 ...
... Gainma Phi Beta sorority is
holding a car Rally during greek
week. It takes place Sunday, Apr.
26, 1981 at 1:00. It only·costs $1
per car and there is a party at the
end of the line. There are also
prizes & trophies. Everyone will
meet at the Gamma Phi House-- .
1918 Potter Dr. on campus--
for more info. calI343-1761. ..
343-1761...
... The Canadian film; "Thun-
derbirds in China," will be shown
on April 24 in the EMS showroom
Library, at 11:35 a.m ...
... Auditions for the BSU summer
musical, "Finian's Rainbow,"
will be held April 28 at 7 p.m. in
Music-Drama Building, Room
111...
... The Student Programs Board
will present the German films
The Tin Drum and The Triumph
of Willon Thursday, April 23 at 7
p.m, and On Sunday, April 26 at
1:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.c.
... The Intramural Dept. will
present Campusfest: a skills
contest for everyone. Campusfest
will be held on April 23, from
11:30 a.m, to 4:00 p.m. on the
BSU Soccer Field.
... Boise Little Theater - The
Time of Your Life by William
Saroyan, directed by John Elliott
'~'i ..... !r··. 18..·tt~...., ,This summer.Pz;I . .'. ,,1?~
..... ..N ext year . ,\~:~~'/1., ~. ~.. ", ,~ _.. .:.-
..• 1): ~~~EWS
JOE BALDASSARRE
(BSU Music Prof.)
PERFORMING
THE
BEST
NEW SiOLD
MUSIC
.at Grampa Mayers
Fri.~ April 24th
Fri._& Sat. May 1 & 2
.~-.--.~:.' .. ,..
- May 15, 16, & 19-23. Student
Night Tuesday, May 19. Box
Office opens May I L Call
342·5104 for reservations ...
1
_ .._11\.15_. '1'1'1. !d!lCG"""'1Shakespearean
Festival
I
........."'->
4~3rilth
F1tbi'~.*r~-7'J.noI5., -;.~
,,- "
',<". , .....
. Cast: eo.oo
tv:1dII~b:U'v~...."c;rd
~IsApl6-MatI5 I
~aSt\mrl ~Ofb
. :a-db:r.Sl.dIrll.t*:nlUd"Q;31!16-tzz)
., ........'"'~o;rtr,.,~
,... 0-"'" rdd_~~--
...There will be a trip to the
Ashland, . Oregon Shakespeare
Festival from Friday, June 12 -
Monday, June 15 (4 days and 3
nights). The cost of $80 includes
transportation, 'lodging, back-
stage tour, and tickets to Henry
IV, Part I and Two Gentlemen of
Verona. Registration is April 6. to
May 15 at the Student Activities
office on the 2nd floor of the
Student Union. Trip open to BSU
Students and 'spouses only. NO
CHILDREN. Price doesn't in-
clude meals ...
......pply
today
For summer and
next year openings
in research. writing
graphic design,
'b·photography, and
usmess
The University
NEWS
2nd Floor SUB
I
!
1
,':\.
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boys, the youngest of whom was over
fifteen, were selling sex to adult men for
money. Some of the men involved were
arrested, the Idaho Statesman ran some
front-page stories and inflamatory. edi- .
torials, and a witch-hunt was on. .Certain
that every youth in town was in grave
danger, the citizens demanded. action,
which the police gave them through
McCarthyesque investigative techniques
that hounded many innocent homosexuals,
and suspected homosexuals, out of town.
The ones who left town were lucky: one
man received a life sentence in the Idaho
State Penitentiary for a single sex act with a
minor; other men--including the vice-
president of a Boise bank-vrecelved
sentences of five to ten years on very shaky
evidence. .. "
The state of paranoia in Boise at the time
is hard to believe in retrospect. A man who
stopped to watch the Boise High football
team practice was reported to the police
and questioned as a possible homosexual.
One man quoted in Boys of Boise said that
his group of male friends had to include a
woman at their weekly poker games
because men couldn't meet in all-male
groups without raising suspicion. A night
on the town with the boys became
non-existant in the winter of '55-'56. The
paranoia also produced a number of novel
theories by Boiseans (recorded in B. O. B.)
as to what the causes of homosexuality
were: one Boisean suggested that it was
caused by parents who didn't use the belt
on their children, another suggested that a
lack of jobs for idle youth was the problem,
yet another suggested farm life would put
the deviant back in the heterosexual fold.
Even the liberal author of Boys of Boise,
John Gerassi, came up with some pretty
wild causes for the homosexuality in Boise,
putting most of the blame on the
repressiveness of the Catholic and Mormon
Churches in the area.
Of course Gerassi was writing in 1966, a
time when homosexuality was still pretty'
much in the closet and not very well
understood. Within ten years of the writing
of Boys of Boise (within twenty years of
the scandal) homosexuality would not only
be better understood, it would be out of the
closet to the extent that Boise would have
its own gay bar, Shuckey's. While many
. gays have never patronized Shuckey's
(sociologists estimate the gay percentage of
the population at 10 percent, if all the gays
in the area patronized Shuckey's it would
have a clientele of about 10,000, which it
does not), its opening was important
because if gave gays a place to meet
publically in groups-most of the gay social
interaction in Boise before Shuckey's was
in very small 'groups according to
Mary-Evelyn Smith.' Smith .stated that a.
number of gays don't like the bar because
they don't. drink, don't smoke, or don't like,
the loud disco music that Shuckey's
features.' "There are a number of gay
people who are paranoid and in the closet
for fear of losing their jobs .who wouldn't
set foot in Shuckey's at all," Smith said.
Fear' is something that is familiar to
members of the gay world, and something
which the interviewees were willing to talk
about openly. Smith said that she couldn't
say when it became safe to come out of the
SIUMM.IIGAT
SBUCKEY'S
»Conttnued from cover
clientele and, suffered a moment of panic
over the not too crazy fear that the police
might stilL have their cameras ready.
Feigning something in my eye, I managed "
to walk the lastthirty feet to Shuckey's with
my hand covering my face without looking
too stupid. Just before opening the door I
grabbed my friend's hand, holding her as a
badge of warning to any of the perverts
Jurking 'inside iliat I, had not come to
Shuckey's to dance, to be kissed, or to be
tied up in leather and beaten with ·live
closet in Boise, and that people who 'are still
in the closet don't think it is safe to come
out in Boise even now.
While Smith has told her employers that
she is gay, businessman George says that he
has to be a little cautious about his
homosexuality. "When I came out it 'Was
impossible to keep it a secret because my,
wife told everyone at the country club that
George was gay. I have a lot to loose by
prejudiced feelings of investors and
.bankers ... there were a couple of investors
who cashed in their chips (when he came
out as a gay), but out of 30 or 40 investors, .
one or two isn't bad. There are times when
I would like to write editorials to the
Statesman but I can't really come out with
my name in black andwhite in an editorial
in the paper."
George says that he attends panel
discussions at colleges and hospitals,
"which I enjoy immensely," but would
draw the line at coming out blatantly on
television for fear of. damaging his
business.
There are still several institutional
prejudices at work against gays in Boise, of
which the police department is not the
worst. While the police did harass the
customers of Shuckey's when it' first
opened (see ','Slumming at 'Shuckey's"),
Smith says that police non-interference in
the operation of the bar has been
"generally pretty good" in the last year or
so. When I called the Boise police in •
researching this article to ask about arrests'
against people for homosexual activities,
the police seemed taken aback by the
request, saying that such arrests simply
weren't made anymore. Idaho law doesn't
forbid homosexuality specifically. As
McHaley said, "There is nothing gay
"people can't do to each other (legally) that
straight people can't do to each other."
One institution that did come down on
homosexuals was the' United Way
fund-raising campaign.' When the United
Way' found out (in '76-'77) that a gay
organization, Lesbian Connections, was
meeting at the YWCA, the fund-raisers
put pressure on the "Y" to kick the gays
out of its building. According to McHaley,
"The 'Y' did not kick us out. We.became
aware of what was going on and decided 'to
leave so that the 'Y' could get the money.Basically, what the United Way said to the
.YWCA was 'that 115long, as those fags are
there we are not going to fund you,' ..
"Despite what they (United Way) say, they
do put a lot of'.pressure on groups they
,-<-, .•
sponsor to exert control," Smith said.
Smith also asserted that '. the Idaho
Statesman worked against gays by refusing
to run a personal classified ad announcing
the existence of a lesbian group, even
though the Statesman ran, and still runs,
ads for massage parlors and dating services.
"It is very difficult for a group to fight for
their rights if they are scared to admit that
they belong to that group, if the general
public won't allow them to advertise and .
puts pressure on places.not to let them meet
there. It's like' Hitler closing down the
synagogues," Smith said:
Ariother problem gays face is an image
problem created by films like Cruising and
what Smith referred to as "that horrid
documentary (CBS's Gay Politics) about
San Francisco." Smith pointed out that the
leather bondage type made up only a very
small percentage of the gay population and
that the leather scenes in the CBS
documentary Gay Power/Gay Politics were
filmed in bars that catered to straight
chickens.
Inside the bar-they were .having New
Wave Night, and it was the (at that 'time)
novel New Wave costumes that struck me
as the most unusual aspect of the place--it
looked like a convention of the 1J;.52's fan
club. Only after the weirdness of the cheap
sunglasses and the houndstooth coats was
absorbed, did I realize that the men were
dancing with the men and the women With
the women. Other than the very few men in
drag and the fact that people of the same
gender were doing things .together that
people of different genders usually" 00
together, there was' nothing really unusual
about Shuckey's. People danced, they held
hands, a very drunk couple ki~ed
occasionally--most people just sat drinking
and talking ilie way people in bars do. No
leather, no child molesting, no sex acts on
customers. McHaley stated that it was a
myth that homosexuals were more likely to
abuse children. "Most child molesting is
an older man with a little girl. Certainly
there are some terrible things, look at the
Gacy thing, all the little boys he strangled
and had sex with. Nobody is going to say
there aren't criminals among-gay people,
but things like that happen more often with
straight people, because there are more
straight people. There are some terrible
things that happen with people who happen
to be gay, but those terrible things go on
with people in general."
Although George said that he didn't
think Boise was too hard a place to be gay
in, he also said that he still felt as though he
lived in a very straight society and that he
enjoyed making trips to areas where it is
more open. "It is such a pleasure to me to
go down to San Francisco where you can be
openly warm in a restaurnat. (In Boise) if I
were to go into a restaurant and hold hands
with a man, obviously, everyone would fall
over. At the same time .: the thing that is
going through your mind is thatpeople
have to be broken in' (to gay culture), and
we have to be the breakees. You can do it
in good taste," .
To 'help Boiseans break in to gay culture,
and to see that the rights of homosexuals
are preserved, several gay groups have been
formed in Boise, One of the most active of
'these is Sunday's Children, the lesbian
group of which Mary-Evelyn Smith is
co-director, (The name comes from the
the floor; the people at Shuckey's were like
people anywhere, they just had different
preferences when it came to sex.
After I had time to assimilate what was
going on, Lreleased the death grip on my
woman friend and began, ,like any nosey
reporter, to talk to a few people and ask
some .questions. One young man said that
, he didn't particularly like the idea of
making contacts in a gay bar, but there was
no other way for,gays to recognize arid
meet each other. All the stuff that kids hear
in school about how queers contact one
another through signals (at my school' it
'.was green socks on Thursdays that signaled'
homosexuality) was just myth according to
the young man. The bouncer at Shuckey's
s!litt that gays, and .straights were' all .
welcomed at Shuckey's and that strai8hts
~idn't need to fear going iliere; ,like most
nursery rhyme: "A child born on the
Sabath day is good, fair, wise, and gay,")
Organized in late 1980 and incorporated as
a non-profit corporation by the State of
Idaho, Sunday's Children is primarily a
public education group, according to
Smith. Sunday's Children has conducted a
survey of State Legislators about their
attitudes towards civil-rights for homo-
sexuals and other minorities, lias sponsored
the documentary film Word is Out, and is
sponsoring the play Gertie; Gertie Stein is
Back, Back, Back, which will play on April
25 at the YWCA. Smith also said that
Sunday's Children was hoping to sponsor
workshops, retreats, and seminars for gay
people; their families, and friends.
Another gay group operating in Boise is
the Metropolitan Community Church, a
religious group with a largely gay
congregation. The M.C.C. meets in a
house in the North End, holding' services
every Sunday evening at 7:00 p.m. Besides
church services, the M.C.C offers support
and counseling for gays and their relatives
and friends. '
Other groups of gays in Boise include a
gay Alcoholics .Anonymous, and The
Imperial Court of Treasure Valley. The
Imperial Court has loose national ties, and
is quite old on the national level even
though it is relatively new to this area. The
Imperial. Court sponsors . fund raising
projects and was active in donating to the
Muscular. Dystrophy Campaign last year.
Smith said that Imperial Court was
primarily "guys that dress as drag queens,"
but that they devote a lot of time to their
fund raising activities. "They are raising
some funds to dontribute to Sunday's
Children and they are planning a gay
Guiness' Records Contest," Smith said.
. Before the interview ended, the talk came
around to what the causes of homo-
sexuality are. "Occasionally we ponder the
subject ourselves," said George, a man
who came to grips with his homosexuality
Iate in life, after marriage and several
children. Although he was raised on afarm
where his parents let him do as he felt, "I
was very strongly programmed to be
straight," George said. "My first sexual
experience was with my wife on my
honeymoon. It took having my sexuality
blossom before I came in touch with my
. sexuality. There is no question that it is not
something where you go, 'he-hum, I
might decide to become gay; it sounds more
exciting.' It is a very strong drive and it
alters lives dramatically. It's like trying to
tum the north arrow of a compass around
south, it goes back around again. I
suppressed it for three years! I didn't want
to be gay--I had three little girls and a
beautiful wife. That's just the way it
happened," .
George describes himself as someone
who is, "programmed to respond erotically
and psychologically to the same sex." This
statement may very well sum up the entire
difference between those who are gay and
the rest of society, and looked at closely, it'
is not much of a difference. As
Mary-Evelyn Smith said, only a small
percentage of her life is involved in her
form of making love-dn every other way
she is no different than the rest of society.
There are enough things that people find to
put barriers between themselves-race,'
religion, nationality-that it seems a damn
shame, especially after spending a pleasant
afternoon speaking with some people who
are homosexual, to let such a tiny
difference erect such a giant barrier
between people ..
people, gays just want to lead their lives as
they wish without trying to force people
into their lifestyle, the bouncer said.
I haven't been back to Shuckey's since
my first visit and I .probably won't go
again. B'lt after becoming aware that the
people who frequent Shuckey's are just
everyday human beings who only differ
·from the rest of society in one aspect of
their lives, I hope that Shuckey's continues
to stand as a symbol of gay culture in Boise.
In these increasingly oppressive times it will
be places like Shuckey's that will go first;
after Shuckey's is gone, however, it .will .
only be a'matter of time beforemoreand
more ideas, and their institutions, will fall
in the growing category of things that are
beyond the, toleration of the!'moral"
society. . . .
:,.
�¥
\
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The Publications Advisory
Board has selected Brad Martin as
he editor of The' University News
for the 1981-82 school year.
artin is currently the Business
d Advertising Manages- of the
ews.
Students wishing to comment
n any part of the ASB budget for
ext year .should call Glenda at
85-1440 to be placed on the
genda, The Senate will vote on
he budget on April 28 at 3p.m. in
he Senate Chambers.
Boise State University "ho-
oes" will take to city sidewalks
d parking lots Friday, May I, in
he 27th annual Hobo March' for
SU Vocational Technical schol-
ship funds.
Preceding the Hobo March, the
SU Vo-Tech students and
acuity will conduct a "hobo
ungle" yard sale April 29-30.
The.sale, open both days from 9
.m. -5 p.m., will be in the
nclosed .Mechanical-Technology
ea on the campus Bronco Lane
ednesday, Thursday, the sale's
ocation will be the Bronco
tadium parking lot on the corner
f Broadway Avenue and Univer-
ity Drive.
The Boise State University
hapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon
raternity will sponsor the l lth
nualBoise River Raft Race
aturday, May 2. Registration for
he race is from 9-10:45 a.m. at
arber Park, where' the race to
n Morrison Park 'begins at 11
.m. Entry feeis $7.
For further information about
he race,contactGeneHayes or
eal Wilson; 342-9209.
St. Luke's Regional Medical
enter and St. Alphonsus
ospital in Boise have joined
ogether to grant .Boise State
niversity $97,355 to fund
dditional faculty in the nursing
epartment, announced School of
ealth Sciences Dean Victor
uke today.
Administrators at both hos-
itals said the donation was made
o Boise State could increase the
ize of its associate degree nursing
lass.
I.
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George"s
Lightweig~'IJI~t~~~
~CYc1.es~ :
Celebrate Our 10th Anniversary
AustroOaimler
'~allmodels at 1980 p~ic~s
Run 'by Cyclists for Cyclists.
'.
SHOP SPECIALS
11980PRICES
Home of the
Boise Cycling Club
·Want to Race?
Caveat Emptor
Compare aUOur Prices!
SUMMER 198·1
INTERNSHIPS
Students interested In working 'in a [ustlce or
social service .aqency thls summer semester whi Ie
gaining six hours of upper division creditsh(;)Uldc6ntact
Bob Marsh (385-3243) or Ted Hopfenbeck (385-3249)
or come byL218. .
Placements are avallable with enforcement
agencies, public ,~efen,der's : offices, prosecutor's
offlces, court administration offices, juvenile detention
tacllltles, . probation and .parole, pri'sons,' halfWay
....houses, . community treatment. centers" planning
agencies, and shelter facni"tles at the local and state
levels. .~..
~'l . Placementsare';generally \avanablethrougl1oJ'f'the, .
Northwest. ' . ','
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" " E N T E' R T' A , N MEN T, " -~-
' .. ;,.,
·~'GERTIE".IS. BACK
. .-.. .' .
BARBARA JONES those all over the country:
"For women my age, 55, who think their
F. Scott Fitzgerald called her an "old dreams are all over, they are not," she said.
covered wagon." Sinclair Lewis appointed We have women working everywhere-Min
her the "Mother Supreme of shoddy production crews, indirecting,inpro-
magic." Other critics hailed. her as one of ducing. Look at the credit lines. Women
the most important writers of the century. are there. Donahue's show is produced by
Next to Christ and Spinoza, she said a woman, and more and more are handling
herself, she was the most originative Jew; similar programs. It's exciting to see this
But regardless of what. 'any?ne thought. of happening, and for me, even more so, for I
her work, Gertrude Stein made a name for 'find myself right there in the middle of the
herself as the nucleus of an avant garde film industry.", '
literary and artistic movement in Paris f '. d 'h If
during the twenties. There, in her salon at F~r .the uture, Bon sees' erse
27 rue de Fleurus, she collected the works continuing .her on~-woman show. 0Jr-
of Matisse "discovered" Picasso "and rently, she !S working on another entitled
rubbed sh~ulders with the lik~s of "Mur?er in the Wax;" based ?~ her
Hemingway, Wilder, and Sherwood expene~ce·of ,army women In the
Anderson. To say that Stein was an occupation of Japan after World Wax: II.
interesting character is a gross under- After the war, General MacArthur decided
statement, to say she-was fascinating inay that .the Japanese should see what
be closer to the point. ~merlcan women we~e ~ade of, so he sent
Pat Bond, who' bears an uncanny In the WACs. At this ..tlm:: many of ,t~:
resemblance to Stein, stars in "Gerty Gerty women were gay, and Into rol~ playing.
Stei . B k B k B k" d '11 b MacArthur, who was horrified, im-em IS ac ac ac, an WI' e . '. .
appearing in Boise Saturday the 25th for medl~tely purged the' ~anks of ~e,sbl~s,
one night only. Bond, who has toured the ,but In the process, faIled" to d~st~gUlsh
country performing her one-woman show between gay and non-gay. Muraer In the
, W" t "was recently filmed .by the Public ax por rays o~~ w?man s expenence
Broadcasting System; her rendition of ~d con.sequent SUICIdeIn the modern day
"Gerty Gerty ... " was broadcast here in WItch trlal.s.
Boise last September. The show has In addition, says, Bond, she would also
received rave reviews wherever she has like ,to .portray Oscar, Wilde, a literary
played. dandy who personified the decadent
In a previous interview with Helene, ninties. "He was such a 20th Century fop (a
Rivers of the San Francisco Chronicle, whole Easter lily on his lapel)'she said, "a
Bond talked about Stein and her own woman could do a one person show of
portrayal of her: "Stein was terribly him ... and, of course, as Wilde got older,
ego-ridden ... l try and present her per- he got fatter and fatter. It was very
sonality with all her faults and all the interesting, too, because his body decayed,
"problematic,'; including her dislike of and he had started out as one of 'the
women--but then, I don't know if it was beautiful people. And as he aged he turned
really dislike. She talked to men, and Alice to writing books for children.' It is almost
(Alice B. Tolklas, Stein's lover) talked to like the story of his own work, "The
women. And' apparently, it was' a real Picture of Dorian Gray." His insides got
battle.vbecause the women sooner or later more and more pure, while his outsides sort
discovered that the mime of the game was of fell apart. And that fascinates me."
to get to the other side of the room and talk Pat Bond and "Gerty Gerty Stein is Back
to Stein. And so they 'were in there -Back Back" is sponsored by Sunday's
pitching." Children, a non-profit organization that
Bond has been doing Stein for almost hopes to bring more theater to Boise.
four years. Previously, she started her Saturday the 25th, Sunday's Children is
career on radio's "Let's Pretend." Since having a brunch for Bond at the YWCAat
then, she has worked in children's theatre, 10:30: all Boise women are encouraged to
college troupes, and just recently landed a attend. Tickets for the show can be
part in a movie called "The House 01 obtained at the YWCA or at the door the
God." It was not until her role in the night of the show. The performance is
award winning PBS documentary "Word is wheelchair accessible and will be signed for,
Out" that her name' became familiar to the deaf. '
BOOK REVIEW, .." .
CARE you READY?]
become adjust~d to student life. Are You
Ready? requires a .woman to think about
her own needs and put the needs of her
family into realistic. perspective; returning
to school does not necessitate the family's
having to "eat off of the floor." Burke
says the fear' of failure often looms much
too largely in a woman's imagination, and
instructs the reader to ask, "Did I
fail in school before? Why should I fail
now?" The book then details a realistic
picture of what life for the returned student
'is like. '
The basic skills cbvered in the book are:
learning to learn, improving reading;
test-taking; .Writing papers'; and using
research; An iJidex is provided for quick
reference. While what, Burke says about
these skills is accurate, the information is
by no means comprehensive.
Are .You .R~dy? i~~,y~~~il)1P!~~A~'!!lI1d
predictable':dlDd ':' there:-(·is, (,l1o .. I1er.e""-8n
explanation of why, the bookiS~Sliilily
exclusive: of men. In many 'places the '
author's expectati\.ms for women ret'urning
to school are insultingly low. 'Yet, the book
doesoff~Soqle helpt'iJl.j~fOlll1ation,and is'
recOmmende4,~ a Soodstartlng place;;
SHELLEY SPEAR
I '.Anna Mae Walsh Burke. Are You
Ready? A Survival Manual for Women
Returning, to School: Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey:. Prentice-Hall, 1980. 'Non-
Fiction. Available anhe BSUBOokstore.
$4.95.
Are You Ready? is a well-thought-out
guide for any woman who has been out of
school for an extended time and is thinking
about returning. The book is organized in
a chronological manner, taking the reader
from the process of making. a decision
about returning to school, to discussing the
essential skills a college student .should
acquire once she has begun ,tudent life.
Along the way Bu~e discusses the
,problems.· women encounter. with them-
,$Clv~. thSU',JDmiJies.,.ij~~ t~c; chapges \hat
~av«i.~aI(c;p 'pla~e inth~ col!~,g~ . :B~e
i!lsse~tn~t.,~)t~$n fi~~er~~r;loUjb'
considerreturmng to school.because· they
have fears about being selfish or' not taking
proper care of U.eir fainilies. Women fear·
lJJllkirigaU ~tbe s~fices required of B'
stu~torily te> fail.after, they hllvc on~
BSU:,.PR:ESENTS;~'THE
PHILADELPHIA, "STORE
"The Philadelphia Story;"_ Philip
.Barry's popular comedy of, a wealthy
family of theI93~'s, will be presented at
Boise State University April' 24 - May 2 at
, 8:15 p.m. in the BSU Subal Theatre.
. Sandra Spidell portrays Tracy Lord, the
'play's irresponsible' heroine. 'whose self-
righteous and intolerant attitude is
challengedby David Painter in the role of
Mike, a presumptuous reporter covering
-the events of her, second wedding.
The audience finds Tracy, one hour
, .before her wedding, in the dilemma of
"having to choose between three men eager
to ,be her' groom: Kittridge, her
stuffed-shirt fiance played by Paul Totten,
C.. K. Dexter Haven, ,her adoring former
husband, Gene Hayes, and Mike. '
Fred J. Norman, chairman of the BSU
Theatre Arts Department, will direct 14
university students in the sophisticated
comedy of a rich man's spoiled daughter
who is awakened to life and love when a
shrewd magazine reporter sets out to teach
her some lessons inhuman regard. ,
Other cast members include Candy
'Richardson, Gueneth Omeron, G. Robert
Fields, Louard Crumbaugh III, Tom
Hanigan, Margaret Grenke, Rob
Robertson, Lisa Meredith, Paul Rodgers,
and Richard Shields.
"The Philadelphia Story" was, .first
produced by the Theatre Guild and has
been a 'continuing success since its
original Broadway run in 1939, according
This week 'the reviewers went to
Excalibur, a tale of the Court of King
Arthur.
ANTH~'NY BURT, (~~~1~)
The unexpurgated mutters and snickers of
an Excalibur audience:
"Only two hours to go."
"Let's get a 'Lance' and go after the
scriptwriters. "
. "Yeah, and our battlecry will be
'Dialoguel' "
"Orily an hour and a half to go."
"What is this, the Captain Kirk School
of Acting?" '
,"No, the Dark Ages of Acting."
"Only an hour to go."
"There are more phallic symbols in this
film than you can shake a prick atl"
, "Only a half hour to go .. ."
-"Beam me up, Scotty!"
"What a sack of shit."
KARL KNAPP ( ~)
John Boorman's Arthurian extrava-
ganza, Excalibur, is not unlike most film
extravaganzas:' too long, too big andmost
orall, too ambittous. Not satisfied with the
legend of Arthur, Boorman has attempted
to depict the whole of Malory's Marte
D'Arthur, and in the process, created a'
colossal hodgepodge of sex, •gore and
violence. The....fiIm spends adisproPor-
tionate amount of tiriteon such adventures
as the quest for the Grail (represented in
what seems to be a· somewliat'surtCa1istic
manner) and the events-leadUig'up to,
J\rthur's death at 'thchands of Mordred;' .
Simply put,ExCalibur does. not do justice to
'Malory nor to Arthurianromance in'
general; but, for anyone into punitive
psUedo-tr88ecli~, th~s r~should be of
to Dr. Charles E. Lauterbach, BSU theatre
arts professor. ,
-:"The enduring popularity of this story is
partly due to Barry's authentic and
unpretentious portrayal of, the elegant
milieu of the affluent," he said,
According to Lauterbach, "The
Philadelphia Story" has been called "not
only witty and broadly comical, but also
moving in its justification of human
tolerance and decency."
Box 'office for, "The .:Philadelphia
Story," will open April 22.Reservatlo~s
can be made by calling 385-1462, fromJ-6
p.m. .weekdays, General admission is
$3.50, with senior citizens 'and students
with activity cards admitted for $L50.
t------
interest. Mr. Boorman, it seems, has
succeeded in creating a new genrein films,
though I'm not exactly sure irwill catch on.
DONALD BARCLAY (~~ )
Excalibur is the tale of a' courageous
costume designer who must design
costumes for a knight flick that .must rely
totally on the costumeryrias it lacks'
,dialogue, good actfng, or believable special
effects. The costume designer succeeds but
the film is as empty as the tin suit that
attacks Lancelot. Boring, Boring, Boring.
The Agincourt Courier called it the worst
.film of 985 A.D~ • ' . '
~RIANNEFLAqG' (~~)
Excalibur is a. rnoviewhich is easily
disliked, but not easily hated. If its creators
lack'the wit and inventiveness to make a
,truly grand epic, they also lack the slimy
condescension'whi,ch merits,deep contempt.
Excalibur wishes (and to some degree
succeeds in its attempt) to seduce. the
audience with its moody, lush pho~o-
graphy. Indeed, if there is any technical
elerilentofthefilm worthy of mention, it is
the photography. .'. ' . . •
This lushness, however, is not sufficient
to tescuea pseudo-heady script ("The seed
of the future. has been planted in the
present")' grandiose can-you-hear-me;in-
the-hundreUi~ro~ acting~ schmalizy music;
and. unforgiveably ,predietableaction.
Merlin conjures up thc"breath of the
.df}lgon," k~i~~(~~.jmp~~d9}l swo~s;:
~omen.are ~pareCYb, '\i,iltjl\tt{ limbs 81ei1.
hQcked off, ey~ ~lW'PluckC<:r-l2ut,.... nus:!
"action" occurS'~ad ni:lUseam, renciering
Excalibu.r ,I!ttle more than a . glorified,
haughty Monty Pythonand,th'e}foly Grail,
with none Mthe; the-; Python wit' and
wisdom.
'. Free-standl'ng
. nylon dome tent
featureS Internal
frame, breathable
roof and plenty of
interior space.
#562
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WEEKDAYS 9:30 to 9
SATUDAY9to7
SUNDAY 11 to5
"TIMBERLINE"
PACK TENTS
2-Person
Our Reg. 109.95
4-Person 9995
Our Reg. 154.95
6-Perscn 14491
"Basecamp"
Our Reg; 249.95
'22995
Ripstop nylon tents
with ralnfly,
self-supporting
aluminum frame,
plus stakes, poles,
, ropes and carrying
~.
"ARCTIC"
2-Person Nylon
Dome Tent
With Ralnfly
Our Reg. 69.95"Mt:Splrlt I or II"
INTERNAL FRAMEPAcK
Reg.57.5O .
Your choice
"NOVA"
Pack & Frame
Camblnatlon
Reg. 109.00 5491
'''SUNDANCE''
NYLON-
3-PERSON HEX
TENT WITH
RAINFLY
Our Reg. ' .
89.95 7495
Hexagonal
free-standing tent
gives you aJlthe
spaceyou'll needto '
sleepthree
comfortable.
Urethanecoated
walls and ralnfly. 11564.
Flame retardant.
. :. ,.. '
,S~·,·
Your ct\oice ot
198Q.iliodelsoft .'packs wlth1ar:ge .
,single .
compartment,
straps, and new
Quick Release
buckle.
In frame sizes
S-M"L-WXL, with
two panel
compartments for
easy access. Four
large side pockets.
1980 Model.
"PRESIDENT"
4-LB. HOllOFIL II
TAPERED
SlEEPING BA~
II's tha 1291.
trlpl&-!ayered bag
that's rated to-30
Farenheltl With
the exchislve
•'EskImo Hook"
and 4-lb. Hollofllll
torwannth. .
"POLAR I"
3-LB. HOLLOFIL II
SLEEPINGBAG
Our Reg. 59.955.5
a cozy, .
double-layeredand
. tapered bag that's
Insulatedwith
Incredible Hollofll
II. Includes stuff
sack.
,eNsOLlTE'"
UNIROYAL BACKPACKER'S
SLEEPING PAD
Our Reg. 6.95
e' .ill
"YUKON" or
"SITKA"
tui~CIt4lI! ~!!'IMUS ~~~~ ~AGS .. .
"CORDURA" ~~~l~~~R's ~he39.95 3495
LEATHER- CAMPSTOVE 3-5 "Yukon"taper8d-
BOTTOM PACK 88 r .37.95"" bag or the "Sitka"
Our Reg; 17.9511 5elf-cleanlhg rectangulorshape•.
. . I' •.. backpackstovehas Both Insulated
Fear1urlngtwo straps.Made from flame regulator wllh Hollofllllt.
. main zippered durable useswhite' Ripstopnylon cover
compartmentsurethan&-coated ·gasol.lne.Cover and II Ing' stuff
teardropshapeand nylon. 1I5:l6. doUblesaaacook sackl::auiled.
~ed should. pot! L""
~~~~/...!-'.,
"".',": :.',1
Wanted
New
Gnu,
Applicants
For:
Invest-
• •.Igatrve
Reporters,
Research
Writers,
Ad Sales,
Layout
·Photo-.
Graphers,
Business
Staff,
and
Graphic
Design
Positions
'Paid_
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KARL KNAPP
SPOR TS
TRACK: TWICE· Tops LONG ROADS
BSC TENNIS PLAYOFFS
SPORTS SHORTS BASEBALL
DANA MARCELLUS equal to the challenge.
Forced to run in an inch of rain,
The BSU men and women will , Camerud still pulled out second'
challenge area colleges on home place in the 400 meter dash with a
turf this weekend when they host time of 48.4. Despite losing a shoe
the Bob Gibb Invitational Track .halfway through the race,
Meet Saturday at Bronco Cafferty crossed the wire in the
Stadium. Running and field 110meter hurdles with a third and
events for the scored meet will a 14.7 clocking. Conley suffered
begin at lla.m. no mishaps; finishing his 1500
The Broncos may have some meter run in third place and
difficulty tossing back that ticking off a time of 3:51.19.
challenge Saturday as they are Sparked by Dave DeMers'
expected to hold back some record breaking javelin toss, the
individuals, using the meet merely Bronco men cruised into the NNC
as a warm-up for approaching Invitational' title over the week-
regionals. end, scoring seven firsts and 166
Joe Neff, women's head coach, points. .'
evidently favors this philosophy, DeMers stood the oldest stand-
saying, "Although the Bob Gibb books on its.ears when he threw
will be a scored event this year, I his javelin 212'5", also setting a
will be placing athletes in selected -new meet and personal record.
events and keeping some athletes The old mark.of 202'5" by John
out of competition in preparation Pattison has collected dust. since-
for regionals ." · 1961.
The Broncos held nothing back The Broncos made several other
last weekend as both the men and outstanding efforts in the. field
women dominated the Northwest' events, taking four firsts. Chris
Nazarene Invitational and the Smith tied the BIg Sky Conference
three men running in the mark when he cleared a high jump
TFA-Brooks Invitational Meet in bar at 7'0". Yair Mackler made
Northridge, California made re- his usual effort for first, throwing
spectable showings. his shot put 53'8 3/4". Zach
California weather as well as Grigsby couldn't be beat in the
out-of-state competition proved pole vault, taking it all with a
difficult for Kenrick Camerud, 13'6" vault. The long jump
Sean' Cafferty and Howard proved successful for Tony Bailey
Conley last weekend, but the three as he leaped 21' 11 3/4" to
tracksters showed themselves capture the event.
With momentum and a home State will take on Montana, while
court on its side, the Bronco Idaho and Montana State tangle.
men's tennis team will host the At 3:30 p.m. BSU and MSU will
, Big Sky Conference Northern' meet and Idaho and Montana will
Division Playoffs this Friday and face off. On Saturday, BSU and
Saturday, beginning with the first Idaho will meet, and MSU and
round at 9:30 a.m. MST.The UM will play. Both matches on
second round will begin at 2:30 Saturday will begin at '10 a.m.
p.rn. on Friday. On Saturday, the The Broncos are coming Off a
final round will start at lOam. successful weekend in Moscow,
The University of Idaho, 10. The BSU. squad won two
Montana State University and the matches and were barely beaten
University of Montana will vie for . by the University of Washington,
the three northern division 5-4, in a third match. On Friday,
championship spots in the Big Sky I the Bronco's #1 single, Steve
tourney May 7-9. Idaho State, Appleton, lost to Washington's
Nevada-Reno, Northern Arizona John Pearson in three sets, which
and Weber State will compete for gave the Huskies the match.
the three spots in the south. Pearson is the #1 ranked singles
On 'Friday at 9:30 a.rn., Boise player in the Northwest according
The Boise State University
Men's Bowling team competed in
the National Bowling Council's'
Sectional Qualifying Tournament
held at Twentieth Century Lanes,
and came out the winners.
.The team, comprised of mem-
bers Mike Taylor, Chris Williams,
Dwayne Newkirk, Ed Coleman,
'
and Fred Davis,beat out
Washington State, Brigham
'Young.Unfverslty of Oregon, and
'Mt. Hood Community College
for the coveted berth in the
National Tournament.
This year's National Collegiate
Tournament will be held in St.
Louis, .Missouri May 7-9. The
team has earned this trip
all-expenses paid,
At the National Tournament,'
Boise State will be competing for
the National Title against 11"other
teams from' across .the country.
Finals· are. scheduled for May 9,
and wiII be televised nationally.
.". ':.... . .. ':
shot put, high jump and long
jump will be. run separately for
men and women- sign up on the
sheet by the Intramurals office,
AG-101. Competition starts 7:00
p.m. April 28 at Bronco Stadium .
For further information contact
the 1M office, 385-1131.
The 11th annual Boise State
University-Alumni football game,
which will -feature the 1981
varsity football team against a
contingent of former Bronco
stars, will take place on Saturday,
May 2 in Bronco Stadium.
Kickoff is set for 7 pm MST.
Tickets for the game are on sale
.to the public and are priced at $3
for the general public and $2 for
a BSU student with a valid BSU
student !D. Children under 12 will
be admitted without charge, In
addition, the BSU varsity football
players will comb the cit~ of Boise
on Friday, Apr. 24 selling tickets •.
According to AtlileticDirector'"
Lyle Smith, the proceeds from the
1981 game will go to the Morrison
Center for the Performing Arts.
The Morrison Center is. scheduled
to begin constructionsoo.n,
Also, sign-ups for next'Tues"
day's 1M Tra~k Meet wiUbe taken
untU~cnday,AU events; 100-
yard,22G-yard, 440, 880, mile,.
A Sunday rainout frustrated the
BSU baseball club team's hopes
for a tiebreaker against Utah State
last weekend, but they escaped a
weekend in Logan against what
was considered their toughest
opponent to date by splitting a
Saturday doubleheader.
A two-out, last inning single' . The Boise State University golf
with two on base gave the Aggies team will travel to Moscow, 10 on
a 5-4 win at Terry Shaffer's Friday, Apr. 24 and Saturday,
expense. Shaffer allowed 7 hits, Apr. 25: to. compete in the
three of which came in that last University of Idaho Invitational
inning drive that broke a 4-4 tie. Tournament.
Jeff Acree was the big hitter for The past two weeks the Broncos
Boise State, going 4-4 and batting and Vandals have beenhead-to-
two runs in,with two extra-base head in tournament play. Idaho
hits. Kerry Green scored twoofhlis finished ahead of the Broncos
the run'!>, stealing a base on the in both the Bronco Intercollegiate
way. and Missoula Intercollegiate tour-
Cancellation of a Thursday. naments, while BSU took Mon-
doubleheader at College ofIdaho day's Ore-Ida Tournament in
leaves Boise State with Treasure Ontario, Ore,
Valley Community College next Ron Rawlsled the way the last
on the" agenda,. Tuesday, in two t9urneys, with a second place
Ontario. The following weekend, .finish in each. He shot a total of
Mayi and 3,Boise State plays its 146 strokes in two rounds in
first home doubleheaders of the MissQl1la, Wl1ilehe shot 74 in the
seasOn at~Borah Field, against 18-hole ()otariotoumeY'
Idaho'State and Montana; Rod Skyles tied for eighth with
Two runners also had good luck
at NNC. Tom Rothenberger
ticked off a first place time of
3:59.37. in .the 1500 meters and
Mike Stiegler buzzed off 100
meters in 10.92 forhisvictory.
"We're getting betterimarks
with each week, but more
important, they are more con-
sistent," said Ed Jacoby, men's
head coach. "DeMers is really
coming around in the javelin and
Smith is right on track,"
The women fared. equally well
in the NNC Invitational as Jody
Aronson qualified nationally in
her third event and the team
captured II first place finishes.
The Broncos outscored the
competition with 197 points while
CSI followed with 120. NNC
worked for its '61 while Western
Montana, TVC'C and Blue
Mountain CC placed fourth
through sixth: respectively.
"After experimenting by run-
ning some of our athletes in events
they normally don't compete in, I
was pleased with the results,"
Neff said of his team's perfor-
mance." Jody Aronson qualified
for the AlA W National Meet in
her third event (3000 meters).
Moving from the 400 meters and .
400 meter hurdles, respectively,
Darla Hasselquist and Diane
Dodds both met the Region IX
800 meter standard.' .
to BSU Head Coach Bus Connor.
On Saturday, the Broncos
downed the University of Idaho,
7-2, and buried Washington State,
8-1. The two wins brought BSU's
season record to 19-9.
Individually, Kris Nord won his
20th. match of the season on
Friday, and completed an un-
defeated weekend, which upped
his record to 22-6 in 1981, and
earned a nomination for Big Sky
Tennis Player of the week.
"Kris is really playing well,"
said Connor. "Eddie Perkins and
Mike Machado are showing signs
of continued improvement, but
the entire team is coming together
as a unit,"
BUD HUMPHREY
• Itwas quite late-when we left Seattle- probably 10:30 or 11:00 p.rnc-
and as I climbed aboard the bus I tried to figure 'out" what time we
would arrive back in Boise. Thirteen hours and 500 miserable miles
later, we were home once again, the exhausted victimsof another road
trip, this time to run ina track meet at the University of Washington,
For a.large percentage of Boise State intercollegiate athletes,long
road trips by car, van, or coach are commonplace, and while some
athletic teams are able to avoid the pitfalls of excruciating interstate
road travel by flying, exorbitant air fares and shrinking college
athletic budgets are making road trips more and more a necessity.
It is safe to assume, I think, that when a good number of Boise State
athletes go on the road to compete, they spend almost as much time
traveling to and from their competition as they doin the city where
they are competing. It is not .unusual for a team to spend 18-20 total
hours in traveling time while spending approximately 24 hours in the
city where they are competing. .
One has to wonder what sort of consequences a 10 hour van ride
. brings to an athlete who spends a large part of each week training for
his' or her respective sport. In many instances, the side effects are
immeasurable of' course, but nevertheless manifest themselves in
numerous different ways. It is perhaps possible to suffer the ill-effects
of "van-lag" in the same way that it is possible to suffer from
"jet-lag" .
But I guess I must remember that road trips were never meantto be
pleasure rides and that it is simply impossible for everyone tofly to
their respective destinations. Athletes at Boise. State, like athletes at
colleges mid universities allover the United States, have been forced to
rely on automobile travel more than ever before, consequently putting
everyone (given the particular sport) in more or less similar
predicaments.
Like our counterparts at other Big Sky schools, Boise State teams
nearly always face at the least an eight hour trip, save for the relatively
short ride to Pocatello and Idaho State University. Northern Arizona
University in Flagstaff, for example, is so isolated from the rest of the
conference that outside of the school's football and basketball
commitments, NAU never sees other BSCmember schools except in
championship or post-season play.
What can be done to better a situation that is at least in part the
result of the geographic locations of rival schoois? Obviously, the
easiest solution is to cut down the amount of travel a team has each
year. In sports such as wrestling, gymnastics, tennis, and track, this
means cutting down on the number of dual meets a team competes in
each season and perhaps limiting competition to a few select
invitationals. After all, it is in these sorts of fiercely competitive
invitationals that a team will gamer the greatest experience. the best
marks. .
College athletics have reached a point where these sorts of priorities
must be made in scheduling, particularly at schools such as Boise.
State, isolated from its opponents as it is. It would be in the best
interest of everyone involved,
WOMEN'S TENNIS
recently reorganized our doubles
and it has produced much better
teamwork," said BSU tennis
coach Jean Boyles.
On Sunday, the Broncos move
on to Lewiston. to take on
Lewis-Clark State College at
11:00 am.
The Broncos have won two of
thejr last three matches, sweeping
the College' of Idaho 9-0 on
Thusdayand defeating NNC 6-3
in weekend action. In their first
meeting, the Crusaders had edged
the Broncos 5-4.
Monday the women dropped an
With only road competition yet
to go, the BSU women's tennis
team travels to Cheney, WA, this
weekend' for matches with Port-
land State and Eastern Washing-
ton Universities. The Broncos
face'pSU in a 10:00 a.m. match
on Saturday morning, Apr. 25,
and meet the EWU Eagles in a
2:00 p.m. contest.
This will be the. first meeting
between PSU and Boise State,
which is now 5~8 for the season.
The Broncos faced Eastern' two
weekends ago, dropping the
match 6-3 ..
"In our previous meeting,
Eastern took five of the six singles 8-1 mat~h to ~owerf~l Weber
matches. We will need to State, .wlth .Pat.nce Reimer the
concentrate heavily on singles. We . only winner 10 singles,
UI TOURNEY
148 strokes in Missoula, while Jay
Yasumiishi finished in the 11th
spot. Yasumiishi carded a hole-in-
one on the 177 yard par 3 number
six hole. He is the only player. in
. the Big Sky Conference to do that
this year
Rob Ellis, Jess Haldeman. and
Mike Haines tied for third at the
Ore-Ida, shooting 77.
. In last week's News a photo of
golfer Chris Inglis was wrongly
identified as' Bronco golfer' Rod
Skyles . by. a usually reliable
source. The News apologizes for
any embarassmeht ,or ,.ineon-
~eriiel!.cethe miSidentification
may have ~used •
.
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G~RFIELDTM byJimDavls
EsOOD E.VE.NINEs,L.ADIES AND
GJERMS. A FUNNV "t'HING
HAPPENED OOiHE WAY "'ERE
TONIGJ~T •••
o 111111Pundl NlIs. lid. IlIst LA. llmes Synd.
"If there's one thing I can't stand, Cheetah, it's the
rush houri"
CLASSIFIEDS "DECLASSIFIED'This is Ace Tyranasuarus reporting from
the bathrooms of O'Hare Airport. When
we arrived at O'Hare looking for the Lord
of the Wings we had no idea where to begin
looking for him in the giant terminal. I
, .bought an Airport map from a vending
machine and, sure enough, on the back of
the map was one of those legends that give
a reference number for ,~verything, in the
terminal so you can find it on the map by
looking for the intersection point of the
lines. We looked up Lord of the Wings and
found it listed between Loading Ramp
. Twelve and Los Gattos Taco Stand. The
co-ordinates for the Lord of the Wings
were A/I5, which put him in the middle of
the Ladies Room next to the TWA counter.
This presented problems as the Chicago
Airport Police have this thing against men
sulking through the Women's Janes. So it is
,now late at night as we slink through the
stalls, dropping a dime-Into each door and
yanking it open to see if the. Lord of the
Wings lurks within, This is a rather large
lavatory, and we have already. spent a
buck-ninety opening stall doors. There is
one more door left to open, but we have to
wait for. Wrong-way to get back. before we
open it: he had to go tothe bathroom and
insisted on going' across' the hall to the
men's room as he considers it "sissy" to go
in a ladies room. I hope he doesn't get lost
going all by himself.
Wrong-way has finally made it back, and
after a short argument (I accused him of
stopping off to play the Asteroids game
over by the No-return Rent-a-Car booth.)
Wrong-way and I approached the final
stall .' Dropping in the' dime as quietly as
possible, we yank open the door to
reveal ... Oh my God, the Lord of the Wings
in none other than ...
That is certainly a cheesy way for The
Ace to end his column. As a matter of fact
..The Ace wasn't nearly as funny as he
usually is, must not be feeling well today.
Anyhow, there are Eight, countem, Eight
prizes to be given away this week-- four
tickets to the SPB Movie The TillDrum,
and four tickets to the SPB's presentation
of those zany songsters and jokesters, Nina
Kahle and Scott Jones who willdo their
thing at 8 p.m. on Saturday,. April 25, in
the SUB Ballroom.All you have to do to be
a lucky winner is teU the secretary at: The
Newswhether you would like to see' The
Newsfunded next year or have the money
wasted on more Student Government
Bullshit, You must give the correct answer
to win. ."
H E L P WAN . TED F_.-:::.O_--,R~ __ ..:..:R,----~E_-:Nc.:..-~T
Guitar, bass, and drum players needed as Storage Rental 12 x 22 near college $35.00
backup. Must 'be mechanical, learn quick 384-0319.
N.W. oriented. 336-9631.__ .....;,.;~ .,....-_-I.M.I S C E.L L A N.E O.V·.S
Spring and summedo1Js available 'now! .
Call 376-9767. Rodey's Ice Cream. LDS--HOW CORRECT IS THE SECOND
____________ .::.-__ 1WITNESS? 376-5885, 24 hr. recording.
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe,S.Amer., Australia, Asia. AU Typing service, fast accurate, competitive
Fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. rates. 286-7665.
Free info.' Write IJC Box 52-1.0. I.Corona NNC Student would like to House Sit for
Del Mar,CA 9262513.S.U. Professor 467-8487 (Barry). .
-Spring time carpet cleaning. $12.50 per
room. Call shampoo carpet cleaning at
33'>-6889 anytime.
Tired of the financial pressures? Married
couples wanted to be ground floor sponsors
in a new multi-level marketing company.
Be earning $500 or more per month by fall
semester for 5-10 hours work per week. No
investment. Call 362-1662.
o N A LE R SP
MS--Hang in there. Only a little while to
A=-__ ~--,U:::...-_--,-_---,T,-- ...:..-=Ogo, then the work really starts. ILY--Me
1974 Gremiin X, low mileage, luggage rack,
super condition.' 18 city, 24 highway,
$1495. 375.·3823' .
LJ - (Macaroni Lips) - If you thought the
Penguin was crazy, wait 'til the aardvark
shows up. (African or Indian?) LJ
Gnu c1assifieds are available to the public each Wednesday for printing everything fromyour sassy personnels to blurbs about selling your Aunt Martha's trombone.
Costs only 5 cents a word in advance, like the I.R.S., to get your scintillating wit into-
dazzling hlack ami White..
Just jog on down to the BSUSUB InformationCenter before Friday at five and you can
buy your place in print. If you're a little flabby just use this handy coupon, but please don't
forget the coinage. . I
Name: Mail To:
.;:...;;;:;;.:,;:,=---......:.-'-----...:.----..,--~----'-----1he UniversityNews
II·A......:..dd.:...r:..;e.:..ss::..;:~---------..,-~-~------_aassifieds
Ili
I;P:...:h:.::o~n::e:.:.:-..,-__ .. .;, ......:. ----_,_----:-_191O University-Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725
<,',t ..
; :.,~",.
Please print cleafly.,- ".' . -', ',: '
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The price of liberty
is eternal vigilance.
- T~-Jefferson
.Wanna make the ASBSUwork for you?
Well, werkfcrlt.
The following positions. must be filled.
now •••Tum in your application today •••
• ASB Senator from the school of Vo-Tech
.. Business Manager forASB
• Personnel Selection Committee
Apply for one of these crucial posts and buy a
measure of liberty for Boise State Students.
, .. 1
• Broadcast Advisory Board
o BUilding and Structures Committee
G Election Board
• ASBSUFinancial Advisory Board
• International Students Committee
• Judiciary
• Arbiter Advisory Board
• Student Lobby
• Student Union Board of Governors
• Academic Standards Committee
• Athletic Board of Control
. • CutriculumCommittee
• Financial Aids Committee
• Library Committee
e Student Health Advisory Committee
• Student Policy Board
• Tenure Committee
• Student Handbook Committee
e Recreation Board
• Personnel Selection Committee
• Saga Committee
• Pavilion Board of Governors
• Commencement Committee
• AdminAssistant to ASBSU Pres
Don't see what you like? There are plenty more
avaUable.Student applications for both paid &.
volunteer positions during academlc.year 'S.
a-renow available. .
. ASBSU
Student Gov't.
2nd floor SUB
385-1440
